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1Epidemiology & Disease Management, The New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food Research Ltd,
Motueka, New Zealand, 2Adaptive Entomology, The New Zealand Institute for Plant and Food
Research Ltd, Motueka, New Zealand, 3Innovative Plant Pathology, The New Zealand Institute for
Plant and Food Research Ltd, Te Puke, New Zealand
Many microorganisms can be dispersed by rain-splash, whereby spores become

suspended in water and are spread via droplets. The resulting dispersal gradient is

dependent on several factors including rainfall intensity, the nature of the plant

canopy and its effects on splash, deposition, redistribution (secondary splash) and

filtering. Gradients of spore dispersal with distance are important for

understanding epidemics, and the primary dispersal gradient can shape an

epidemic for several pathogen generations. However, microorganisms are

difficult to trap, identify and enumerate efficiently. This makes it difficult to

study the spread and dispersal of pathogens to aid in biosecurity responses and

management of epidemics. We used macroconidia of Neonectria ditissima, the

causal organism of apple canker, to explore patterns of rain-splash dispersal in

tree canopies. We investigated the use of a fluorescent tracer dye, PTSA (1,3,6,8-

pyrenetetrasulfonic acid), as a surrogate to conidia capture during natural and

artificial rain events, and lens tissue as ‘surrogate leaves’ to recapture tracer dye.

Conidia and dye were released from central point sources 2.5 m above the

ground and recaptured in passive rainwater traps or artificial ‘leaves’. Quantile

regression and exponential models were used to explore variation and dispersal

gradients derived for both conidia and dye, with and without tree canopy and

with natural or artificial precipitation. Estimated dispersal gradients were steeper

with a flatter tail when no tree canopy was present, whereas presence of tree

canopy resulted in more variation and shallower predicted dispersal gradients,

with fatter tails, predicting potential dispersal to further distances from the

source. The majority of conidia and dye were recaptured at less than 1 m from

the source, but small concentrations of spores were detected up to 3 m and dye

more than 6 m. High variation in natural conditions requires further investigation

to fully quantify natural dispersal gradients. Nevertheless, these results show the

merit of tracer dye, artificial leaves, and quantile regression as tools to estimate

potential dispersal patterns of N. ditissima and other rain-splash dispersed

microorganisms, considering rain-splash factors in real canopies and natural

situations for predicting inoculum dispersal.

KEYWORDS

apple, tracer dye, Neonectria ditissima, spore dispersal, rain-splash, orchard, European
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1 Introduction

Rain-splash dispersal is important in the spread of many

microorganisms, whereby spores become suspended in water

droplets which are subsequently redistributed by gravity, droplet

splash and aerial dispersion (Madden, 1997; Pielaat and van den

Bosch, 1998; Pietravalle et al., 2001; Saint-Jean et al., 2004; Farber

et al., 2019). Determining and quantifying propagule movement can

be difficult, and detecting an inoculum source or sampling

inoculum both have many practical difficulties across spatial and

temporal scales (Lacey and West, 2006; Mahaffee et al., 2023).

Knowledge of the distance that splash droplets travel and the

variability between occasions or situations, is useful for

determining the nature of disease spread from a focal point

through a crop (Shaw, 1991; Zadoks and Van den Bosch, 1994).

Information about dispersal of pathogens is critical for

understanding epidemics, particularly in defining how fast and far

disease can spread (Fountaine et al., 2010; Cunniffe et al., 2016;

Farber et al., 2019; Mahaffee et al., 2023).

Neonectria ditissima, the causal agent of apple canker (also

called European canker), is an ascomycete fungus which can

produce two spore types year round, with seasonal peaks

(Amponsah et al., 2015; Amponsah et al., 2017; Araujo and Pinto,

2022): ascospores from perithecia (sexual spores) and conidia from

sporodochia (asexual spores). Conidia range from small single-

celled microconidia to relatively large multi-celled cylindrical spores

(macroconidia, up to approximately 76 × 7 mm) which form in

spore piles (sporodochia), while ascospores are two-celled and

approximately 14 × 7 mm (Araujo et al., 2021). Conidia are

released and spread by rain (Amponsah et al., 2017; Araujo and

Pinto, 2022) and most conidia are generally released within the first

30 minutes of rain (Walter et al., 2018). Ascospores can be actively

released but are found only during, or after rainfall, and can also be

collected in passive rainfall traps (Amponsah et al., 2017; Araujo

and Pinto, 2022). The seasonality of spore types varies with region,

and in New Zealand apple orchards, lesions producing conidia are

found more frequently than those producing perithecia (Campbell

et al., 2016). The focus of this publication is on macroconidia

because of their importance to apple canker epidemiology (Wesche

and Weber, 2023) and therefore ascospore and microconidia

dispersal were not explicitly investigated.

Conidia are splashed or dripped onto wounds such as those

from leaf fall, picking and pruning (Campbell et al., 2016), where

they germinate to establish infection. Visible cankers form on

woody tissue, after an incubation period ranging from a few

weeks to multiple years (McCracken et al., 2003; Weber, 2014). In

temperate conditions (most of New Zealand) most infections are

expressed within months (Scheper et al., 2019). If not removed from

the orchard, these lesions then become sources of inoculum and

periods of wetness, high frequency of rainfall and temperatures

particularly between 11-16°C, favor conidia production and lesion

extension (Walter et al., 2018; Scheper et al., 2019).

Dispersal distances of N. ditissima conidia have been recorded

of between 1 and 4 m for conidia (Nunes and Alves, 2019; Araujo

and Pinto, 2022), and ascospores have the potential to travel

hundreds of meters to a few kilometers (Weber, 2014). However,
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dispersal distances have not been adequately quantified. Even a

small probability of spores reaching susceptible tissue can be

important for disease spread because as few as three

macroconidia are needed to initiate infection under conducive

conditions, and 10-30 conidia under New Zealand field

conditions (Walter et al., 2016). Furthermore, each lesion has the

potential to produce large numbers of spores, up to 14,000 conidia

per mm of lesion or up to 7,000,000 conidia per rain event (Walter

et al., 2018; Scheper et al., 2019).

Rain-splash is very effective in the process of short distance

dispersal (typically 0.01–1 m) (Saint-Jean et al., 2004). However,

different rain events with similar characteristics (amount, duration,

rate) can produce variability in splash height and distance (Shaw,

1987; Shaw, 1991; Pietravalle et al., 2001; Vidal et al., 2017), making

rain-splash dispersal difficult to predict. Additionally, extended or

heavy rain can wash spores off and remove them from surfaces

(Wadia et al., 1998; Sache, 2000). Furthermore, the plant canopy

structure influences movement and deposition of spores (Ahimera

et al., 2004; Vidal et al., 2017; Mahaffee et al., 2023). Likewise, the

plant canopy architecture has an effect on dispersal variability,

distances and filtering effects (McCartney and Fitt, 1985; Shaw,

1987; Pietravalle et al., 2001; Ahimera et al., 2004; Saint-Jean et al.,

2006; Penet et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2017; Mahaffee et al., 2023).

Therefore, the local conditions and architecture of plants is

important in the spread of diseases, highlighting the difficulty, yet

importance, of quantifying dispersal in actual crops and

real settings.

Much can be learnt from controlled experiments. Many

previous rain-splash dispersal studies have been for applications

in cereal crops (Shaw, 1987; Aylor, 1999; Saint-Jean et al., 2004;

Vidal et al., 2017), however, there is a need for understanding splash

dispersal in horticultural tree crops and orchard situations

(Ahimera et al., 2004; Viruega et al., 2013; Everett et al., 2018).

Variation is introduced at many levels, including height, droplet

size, surface, rainfall intensity and turbulence. However, at the tree

to orchard scale we still need to be able to have robust predictions of

potential spread to assess risk and manage diseases in

heterogeneous environments (Karisto et al., 2023; Mahaffee et al.,

2023). Empirical models describing dispersal gradients commonly

use power or exponential functions. These are valuable to

comparative epidemiology and incorporation into spatio-temporal

modelling at larger spatial scales (Madden, 1997; Saint-Jean et al.,

2004; Lacey and West, 2006; Farber et al., 2019), yet, under field

settings dispersal and variability are often not adequately quantified.

A tracer dye travels with the water front (Roten et al., 2014) and

therefore could provide the worst-case scenario of potential spread

of rain-splash organisms from a point source. Furthermore, it

provides an experimental option when actual spores are

inappropriate to be used in an orchard setting. A tracer dye has

potential to be used as a surrogate to explore patterns of rain-splash

dispersal in apple canopies under different rainfall events and to

quantify potential dispersal patterns in actual landscapes of interest.

Furthermore, tracer dyes are easy to use in the field, highly sensitive

to detection and quick to analyze reliably and consistently.

Understanding inoculum dispersal in orchard systems will

facilitate decision making and disease control through exploring
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disease spread in relation to row spacing, planting density and

barriers to pathogen dispersal (Ahimera et al., 2004; Di Iorio et al.,

2019). In turn, this information can lead to assessing rates of disease

spread and subsequent requirements for containment and

frequency of removal of diseased tissue to minimize epidemic

spread and impact (Xu and Ridout, 1998; White et al., 2017).

The aims of this research were to: 1) test splash dispersal

methodology in an orchard system by a) estimating the

relationship between a fluorescent tracer dye and N. ditissima

macroconidia, b) assessing methodology with and without tree

canopy and c), testing the relationship between passive rain trap

and artificial leaf substrate collection; and 2) explore dispersal

gradients for N. ditissima conidia using these methods, including

capturing levels of natural variability from field settings.
2 Material and methods

Experiments were conducted in The New Zealand Institute for

Plant and Food Research Ltd. research orchards in the Motueka,

Tasman region of the South Island of New Zealand, between

February 2016 and November 2016. Macroconidia (sterile,

hereafter referred to as conidia), dye release and re-trapping

events were carried out in either an artificial setting of a frame

with no tree canopy (events 1–2, Table 1), or an orchard setting with

apple (events 6–12, Table 1, Figure 1) or pear tree canopies (events

3–5, Table 1). A pear tree canopy was included because of

availability of a suitable canopy where overhead sprinklers were

able to be set up to be used for artificial events only. The apple and

pear tree canopy structure were similar, mature, central leader trees

that were not heavily pruned (experimental orchard rather than a

commercial production orchard). Pear is also a susceptible host for

N. ditissima. Events were distributed throughout the year for

logistical reasons, tree availability and to explore potential effects

of seasonal variation in the canopy growth.

Hourly weather data was downloaded from Metwatch

(Hortplus.com) for the nearest weather station approximately 100

m from the frame, 600 m from the pear tree and ‘Braeburn’ trees 1,

2, 3 and 4, and 2 km from the ‘Royal gala’ and ‘Scilate’ apple trees

(Table 1). Total volume of precipitation, precipitation per hour,

wind speed, wind direction, air temperature and relative humidity

(RH) were summarized for each experimental event. For the events

under artificial precipitation, a manual rain gauge was used to

record precipitation volume.
2.1 Surrogate tracer dye and
conidia release

PTSA (1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid) is a water soluble, non-

toxic, fluorescing dye used for tracing spray application (Fritz et al.,

2011; Hoffmann et al., 2014; Roten et al., 2017). It is highly soluble,

easily recoverable, stable in solution and not easily degraded in

sunlight (Hoffmann et al., 2014). PTSA dye was released either

dissolved within a conidial suspension (0.4 g/L) or from a single ply

of facial tissue (Tork® premium, 2 ply separated into single ply)
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folded around 0.2 g of dry dye powder which was released on

wetting by natural rain (Figure 1A).

Sterile (autoclaved) N. ditissima macroconidia were used in a

conidial suspension, either as a liquid or frozen. The conidial

suspensions were created from field collected cankers resulting in

mixed isolates (Orchard et al., 2018; Walter et al., 2018). Only

macroconidia (>2 septate) were considered so that they could be

easily identified and enumerated using a hemocytometer.

Macroconidia were potentially amongst microconidia and other

microorganisms present in field collected samples. Macroconidia

are also considered to be more important in the epidemiology of

apple canker than microconidia (Wesche and Weber, 2023). The

conidial suspension (1×105 spores/mL in 400–600 mL) was

autoclaved to sterilize the conidia before use for field releases, to

prevent unwanted infection in the host trees. The liquid conidial

suspensions were dripped from a plastic 1.5 L bottle through an

irrigation tap at approximately one drop per second. The frozen

suspension of the same concentration of conidial suspension (frozen

in a 1 L Cylindrical Sistema® sprout colander (100 mm diameter))

was removed from the plastic container but remained in the plastic

sprout colander for hanging, after which it thawed during natural or

artificial rain over a period of approximately 4–6 hours dripping from

a point (Figure 1B). For both liquid and frozen conidial suspension

release, spores settled to the bottom and were therefore released at a

greater rate at the initial onset of rainfall. Release of most conidia at

the onset of rainfall has previously been observed from canker lesions

in the field (Walter et al., 2018). Overhead irrigation sprinklers were

set up above the pear tree canopy to provide artificial precipitation for

events 3 and 5 and were only turned on during these events (Table 1);

all other events were under natural rain.
2.2 Conidia and dye capture

Conidia and PTSA were passively collected in rainwater traps at

ground level. Rain traps were plastic Labserv jars (250 mL, 6.5 cm

diameter collection area) which were placed centrally under the

dye-spore release points and every 30 cm in four perpendicular

directions (Figure 1C). Distances were selected based on

preliminary experiments indicating that most spores were

recaptured within the first meter from the source. All experiments

had at least four rain traps in each direction (out to 120 cm

horizontal distance from the inoculum source, events 3, 7–11),

with some up to eight traps (240 cm from the source, events 1, 2, 4–

6, Table 1). After artificial or natural rainfall, rain traps were

retrieved and water volume, dye and conidia concentration were

quantified. The volume of water in the jars was measured by weight.

The liquid was agitated to resuspend conidia and avoid them

adhering to the jar, and a 170-mL sample was transferred using a

pipette to a black Greiner 96 Fbottom microplate well for

fluorometric analysis of PTSA. The rest of the sample was frozen

for later conidia counts. When defrosted, the samples were

centrifuged to concentrate conidia, the supernatant was removed

with a pipette, and conidia were enumerated using a

hemocytometer and compound microscope at 100 times

magnification (Walter et al., 2018). The concentration of N.
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TABLE 1 Experiments on the release and recapture of Neonectria ditissima macroconidia and 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) tracer dye, with and without a tree canopy.

x. distance
asured (cm)

Precipitation
type

Date Plant
stage

Rain 14-Nov-16 na

Rain 25-Nov-16 na

Sprinkler 23-Aug-16 No leaf

Rain 26-Sep-16
Spring
new leaf

Sprinkler 4-Oct-16
Spring
new leaf

ain trap), 700
tissue)

Rain 31-Oct-16 Full leaf

Rain 16-Feb-16
Full
leaf, fruit

Rain 15-Mar-16
Full
leaf, fruit

Rain 22-Apr-16 Full leaf

Rain 10-May-16 Leaf fall

Rain 17-May-16 Leaf fall

Rain 23-Aug-16 No leaf

nd direction RH (%)
Air

Temperature (°C)

82-98 12-17

81-95 13-19

48-54 16-17

90-97 10 -14

* 65-82 16-18

63-97 10-16

68-98 15-24

-NW 86-97 11-18
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Setting Release method
Re-capture method M

meRain traps Lens tissue

1
Frame1

Frozen Conidia + PTSA na 240

2 Frozen Conidia + PTSA na 240

3

Pear tree

Liquid Conidia + PTSA na 120

4 Liquid Conidia + PTSA PTSA 240

5 Liquid PTSA PTSA 240

6
‘Royal Gala’
& ‘Scilate’2

Dry PTSA PTSA
240 (R
(Lens

7

‘Braeburn’ trees
1, 2, 3 & 43

Dry PTSA na 120
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9 Dry PTSA na 120
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‘Braeburn’ trees
1 & 23

Dry PTSA na 120

11 Dry PTSA na 120

12 Dry na PTSA 500

Event
number

Total
precipitation

(mm)
Total number of hours

with precipitation
Rainfall rate
(mm/hr)

Mean wind speed
(km/hr)

W

1 33.5 21 1.6 4.2 S-SW

2 7.5 6 1.3 2.9 N-NE

3 1 2.5 0.4 4.4 S-SE

4 4.7 14 0.3 3.5 W-SW

5 * * * *

6 6.3 7 0.9 2.3 W-SW

7 88.3 26 3.4 6.3 N-NE
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ditissima conidia in the rainwater traps was expressed as the

number of conidia per mL of water collected.

SingleWhatman™ lens cleaning tissues (100 × 150mm)were used

to represent artificial leaves in the dye capture experiments (events 4–6,

Table 1). The lens tissues were stapled into the trees around twigs/small

branches at the height of 60 cm (the bottom orchard wire) at the same

distances as rain traps for comparison of PTSA concentrations. For the

‘Royal Gala’ and ‘Scilate’ apple dry-dye release experiments (event 6,

Table 1), lens tissues to recapture dye were attached up to 7 m from the

PTSA dye source to extend the distance of the measured gradient.

Twigs and leaves were also collected for comparison; however, tannins

prevented reliable fluorescence readings.

To redissolve the PTSA dye from lens tissue samples, collected

lens tissues were placed in plastic zip lock bags, 30 ml of 10%

isopropyl alcohol was added, gently shaken (Hoffmann et al., 2014)

and left for 10 minutes on the laboratory bench at room

temperature. From this sample, after re-agitating to ensure a

mixed solution, 170 mL was pipetted into black Greiner 96

Fbottom microplates. These were sealed with foil (inhibiting light

exposure) and refrigerated (4°C) until measurements were taken

using a CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech, Ortenburg,

Germany). An excitation wavelength of 375 nm and an emission

wavelength of 405 nm was used (Hoffmann et al., 2014; Roten et al.,

2017), and concentrations were calculated from the fluorescence

using a 4-parameter fit and blank-corrected data (Armbruster and

Pry, 2008). Blank controls for samples from rainwater traps were

170 mL of distilled water, and blank controls for lens tissue were

10% isopropyl alcohol (Armbruster and Pry, 2008). Calibration

used 26 standard solutions of known serial dilutions (0.4 g/L to 1.19

× 10-8 g/L) of PTSA in distilled water. Calibration with distilled

water was appropriate because the inclusion of the blank controls of

isopropyl alcohol accounted for any offsets (undetectable). Final

PTSA concentrations were reported in mg/L, to 2 decimal places

(within the Limit of Detection and Limit of Quantification). No

significant change in concentration with storage was detected over 8

weeks, confirming the results of Hoffmann et al. (2014).
2.3 Conidia and dye dispersal in the
absence of canopy

Conidia and PTSA in a frozen suspension were released in an

artificial setting of a marquee frame (frame only, no fabric, hereafter

referred to as ‘frame’) over short (2-5 cm) perennial rye grass

(Figures 1B, D). The conidia and dye were released from a central

point source 2.5 m above the ground and recaptured in 33 rain traps

at ground level (eight in each cardinal direction, 30 cm spacing (as

above), and one central point). Rain traps under the frame were

retrieved for two different natural rain events (Table 1).
2.4 Dispersal using natural and artificial
rain events

A pear canopy was used as a surrogate for an apple tree canopy

because overhead irrigation sprinklers were only possible to install
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in the pear tree, and the tree had similar architecture to the apple

trees in the same orchard. Liquid suspension of sterile N. ditissima

conidia in a PTSA dye solution (0.4 g/L) was released and

recaptured in rain traps and dye was also captured on lens tissues

(events 3 and 5, Table 1). Sprinklers set up above the canopy were

used to create two artificial precipitation events running for 2-3

hours with a rainfall equivalence of approximately 0.4 mm/h.

Release and re-capture was also carried out for one natural rain

event in the same pear tree (event 4, Table 1).
2.5 Dispersal during natural rain events

Natural canker lesions in the tops of ‘Braeburn’ apple trees,

approximately 2.5 m high, were producing conidia. Conidia release

was validated with glass slides placed directly under the lesions

before dispersal experiments. Dye was released from a tissue pocket

(0.2 g PTSA powder) tied directly next to the natural branch canker

and released during wetting each time by a single natural rain event.

Experiments in these trees were included in the analyses of

distances travelled by the PTSA dye only, not for conidia counts,

because not enough naturally released conidia were recaptured

(Table 1, trees 1–4). Trees were mature, central leader, ‘Braeburn’

apple and the orchard was removed after the experiments. Rain
Frontiers in Horticulture 06
traps under apple trees 1–4 were retrieved for five rain trap events

and lens tissues for one rain event from trees 1 and 2 (Table 1).

For event 6 (Table 1), dry dye powder in a tissue pocket was

released under one natural rain event in two trees, one of ‘Royal

Gala’ (RG) and one of ‘Scilate’, in adjacent blocks. Trees were seven-

year-old, central leader architecture, with 3.5 m wide row spacing

and 1.5 m tree spacing in an experimental apple orchard

(Figures 1A, C). PTSA was collected in four compass directions at

30 cm spacing using lens tissues up to 7 m from the central dye

release location (2.5 m high) and in rain traps up to 240 cm from the

central release location (Figures 1A, C).
2.6 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were carried out in R (RCoreTeam, 2021, v.

4.0.5) to examine the relationship between concentrations of

conidia and PTSA dye captured in rain traps, comparison of dye

captured on lens tissues and rain traps, and dispersal distance of

conidia and dye in natural (tree) and artificial (frame) settings, with

natural and artificial rain events.

Pooled data across all events that had both conidia and dye

capture were used to test the conidia-dye relationships (events 1-4).

The relationships between recapture methods rain trap and lens
A B

C

D

FIGURE 1

Experimental arrangement for releasing Neonectria ditissima macroconidia and 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) tracer dye from a point
source and recapturing in rain traps. (A) Dry powdered dye within a single ply facial tissue pocket, to be released during wetting by rain. (B) Frozen
conidia suspension in a dye solution melting during rain producing drops containing conidia and dye. (C) Rain traps under an apple tree. Arrows
indicate the direction of a series of rain traps spaced 30 cm apart in four cardinal directions. N–S along the tree row is indicated and E–W across the
tree rows. (D) Rain traps set up at 30 cm spacing under the frame during a rain event. Conidia and dye were released from a frozen solution
hanging above.
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tissue also used pooled data from experiments which had both rain

traps and lens tissues for dye recapture (events 4-6). For the pooled

data, significance of covariates was tested with linear models on

natural log (ln) transformed data, to determine whether these had

effects on the methodology relationships: distance, tree/frame,

rainfall/sprinkler, cardinal direction, release method, wind speed,

precipitation per hour and total precipitation. Linear model

assumptions were met for these comparisons. Quantiles were

shown on plots to show median, 25th, 40th, 60th and 75th

quantiles to indicate differences from the 1:1 ratio. Using the

pooled data with the range of events and canopy was intended to

test the robustness of the conidia-dye relationship and explore the

variability in concentrations recaptured using the methodology for

field sampling in this pathosystem.
2.7 Dispersal distances

Natural log (ln) of the concentration of conidia or dye were

plotted against distance and analyzed with quantile regression.

Quantile regression on the 50th, 75th and 90th quantiles were

presented for distance relationships to illustrate how distance

relationships differed between median (50th quantile) and upper

limits (e.g. 90th quantile) while considering the variance in the re-

capture data. Quantile regression was used because statistical

assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance (close

distances often had more variable concentrations than further

distances) were not met for ordinary linear regression over the

series of experiments and comparisons, and there were a large

number of potential outliers which would create bias through

leverage (Koenker, 2022). This was partly because zero or low

detection of conidia or dye occurred at any distance owing to

variability of dispersal, recapture and detection in natural settings.

Quantile regression relaxes these statistical assumptions, avoids

disproportionate influence of outliers (Koenker, 2022) and

enables conditional and heterogenous effects of covariates (Huang

et al., 2017). Default recommended inference methods (‘nid’) were

used for the quantile regression in R (RCoreTeam, 2021;

Koenker, 2022).

Exponential model equations were used to characterize the

exponential decay of conidia or dye dispersal with distance,

typical of pathogens dispersed by splashing water (Aylor, 1990;

Madden et al., 2007). The parameters were derived from quantile

regression, for 50th (median), 75th, and 90th quantiles, of the natural

log of conidia or dye concentration (+1, to avoid non-definable ln

(0)) against distance from the source, as follows:

ln(y) = ln(a) − bs (eq:1)

and the exponential equation used was

y = ae−bs (eq: 2)

where b is the gradient (slope parameter from ln(y)~distance

linear quantile regression), a is the intercept (inverse of ln(a)

intercept in linear quantile regression) and s is the distance from

the source. The source strength or amount of inoculum at distance s
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= 0 is a. The spread parameter, b, is the steepness of the gradient

with units 1/distance (s-1). The spatial scale over which spread is

occurring can be indicated by 1/b, which has units of distance

(Madden et al., 2007). The power law was also explored, however, it

did not provide a better fit to the dispersal data and supplied other

complications with biologically meaningful interpretation (Madden

et al., 2007). Mean and standard deviation were also plotted to

illustrate another measure of the data.

Concentration (y) over distance for frame vs. canopy for both

conidia and dye (events 1-4) were fitted separately to get estimated

dispersal gradients for comparison between the canopy settings.

Likewise, the response for artificial (sprinkler) and natural rain for

both conidia and dye (events 3 and 4) were fitted separately.

Consideration of covariates (e.g. rainfall rate (mm/h), wind speed

(km/h), wind direction) was attempted when fitting the exponential

models, however, the data available were not sufficient for

robust analysis.

To estimate average dispersal gradients for dye and conidia for

comparison, all events with rain traps (events 1-11) were pooled

and a gradient for each of dye and conidia were fitted separately.

Pooled data with the range of events and canopy was intended to

explore the variability in potential dispersal gradients derived using

the methodology for field sampling in this pathosystem, illustrating

a range of possibilities across the settings. Influence of the covariates

was explored using quantile regression for the pooled data.

For dye and lens tissue only, concentration over distance was

fitted to each cardinal direction for along row and across row

comparisons (events 4, 5, 6, 12). Again, covariates were explored

using quantile regression, but data were limited and effects were

unable to be separated robustly.
3 Results

Concentrations of conidia and dye decreased with distance

from the release point; however, counts of zero conidia and dye

were found at all distances. Over all experiments, rain traps

recaptured 30–50% of the dye that was released, whereas for

conidia released, it was 3–30%. In the tree canopies, 11–43% of

the total recaptured conidia and 45–63% of the total recaptured dye

were collected directly under the source (Table 2). In contrast,

under the frame (events 1 and 2), 97% of the recaptured conidia and

99% of the recaptured dye were collected directly under the

source (Table 2).
3.1 Conidia-dye relationships

The R2
adj for the relationship between the concentration of the

recaptured condia and PTSA dye was 0.58, and when covariate

interactions accounted for, 0.89. The median quantile for the

relationship between conidia and dye captured in rain traps

differed from the 1:1 gradient but was mostly between the 25th

and 75th quantiles (Figure 2, events 1–4) indicating variation within

these quantiles in the average ratios of conidia to PTSA between

captures. Whether the release was from the pear tree or frame did
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not have a significant interaction in the conidia-dye relationship

(p=0.91). This indicated that the conidia-dye relationship was

consistent for either setting, but the tree canopy did result in

greater deviation from the median. There were no significant

interactions between rainfall volume, windspeed or sprinkler/rain

and the conidia-dye relationship (p>0.1). Rainfall rate (mm/hr) had

a significant interaction effect (p=0.02), intermediate rainfall was

closer to 1:1 and higher and lower rainfall resulted in higher dye

concentrations than conidia recaptured. The conidia-dye

relationship had a significant interaction effect with distance from

the source (p=0.006), where concentrations from 30 cm indicated

the closest fit to the 1:1 line. Compass direction also resulted in a

significant interaction with the south and west resulting in relatively

more dye than conidia (p>0.001).
3.2 Lens tissue and rain trap
dye relationships

The R2
adj for the relationship between the concentration of the

PTSA dye captured on lens tissue compared to PTSA dye captured

in raintraps was 0.56 and when covariate interactions accounted for,

0.77. The median quantile for the relationship between PTSA dye

recovered from lens tissue and water from rain traps was similar in
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slope to all the shown quantile regression lines but differed in

intercept from the 1:1 line which was most similar (in intercept and

slope) to the 25th quantile (Figure 3, events 4–6). This indicated that

on average more dye was recovered from the lens tissues than from

the rain traps. The intercept differed with distance from the source

(p=0.0003), in particular the close (0 cm) and far (240 cm)

distances. There was a marginally significant interaction with

compass direction (p=0.05) with the E–W axis (across orchard

rows) producing a flatter relationship between the lens tissue-rain

trap PTSA concentration. This indicated more dye was captured in

the rain traps relative to the lens tissues, across the rows, for higher

concentrations. Alternatively, at low concentrations, lens tissues

recaptured more dye than rain traps. There was also more variation

around the median with the E-W axis (across orchard rows) than

the N–S axis (along the orchard row). Windspeed did not show

significant interactions with the lens tissue-rain trap dye

relationship (p>0.12). Wind direction and rainfall rate or volume

did not have enough levels to test statistically.
3.3 Distance relationships

The gradient of dye concentration from rain traps was steeper

than the gradient of conidia concentration in both the frame and the
TABLE 2 Percentage concentration recaptured at distances from the source of inoculum for Neonectria ditissima conidia and 1,3,6,8-
pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye. For rain trap capture (A) and lens tissue dye capture (B).

Experiment Setting Capture Total concentration
recaptured

(conidia/ml, µg/l)

% recaptured within distance (cm)

0
30–
60

90–
120

150–
180

210–
290

330–
430

480–
700

(A) Rain traps

1, 2
Frame +

natural rain

Conidia 15694 97.5 1.20 0.20 0.39 0.67 na na

PTSA dye 64785 99.5 0.49 0.015 0.013 0.0035 na na

3, 5 Pear
+ sprinkler

Conidia 76367 43.2 50.2 6.6 na na na na

PTSA dye 199941 45.5 47.3 7.2 na na na na

4
Pear +

natural rain

Conidia 26450 11.3 50.5 38.2 na na na na

PTSA dye 27464 63.0 36.7 0.26 na na na na

6 ‘Royal
Gala’ apple

PTSA dye
3675

na 98.3 0.78 0.46 0.46
na na

6 ‘Scilate’ apple PTSA dye 1090 na 96.4 1.2 0.82 1.6 na na

Figure 6A Total PTSA PTSA dye 1428682 52.9 41.4 5.7 0.0008 0.00036 na na

Figure 6B Total Conidia Conidia 306485 19.9 51.3 28.4 0.13 0.28 na na

(B) Lens tissue

3, 4, 5 Pear PTSA dye 2502 na 49.4 1.6 1.0 22.7 25.4 na

6 ‘Royal Gala’ PTSA dye 190 na 94.1 0.84 0.68 0.65 0.84 2.7

6 ‘Scilate’ PTSA dye 41152 99.8 0.099 0.010 0.013 0.029 0.03 0.038
fron
na, not applicable.
Modelled values for selected experiments are presented in Table S2.
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pear tree (Figure 4, events 1–4). Mean concentrations from the frame

events over distance retained some curvature after log transforming

and concentrations were more variable from the tree events than the

frame (Figure 4). The intercept from the frame was lower compared

with that of the tree canopy, particularly the 75th and 50th quantiles,

for both conidia and dye. The gradients for the frame were flatter

than those from the tree canopy, except for the 90th quantiles, for

both conidia and dye (Figure 4, Table 3). The differences in slope

between the tree canopy and frame were greater than the differences

between dye and conidia (Table 3). Both conidia and dye were

captured more at closer distances with tree canopy than without.

With no canopy, the equivalent of 31 conidia (0.2% of captured) were

captured between 90–120 cm from the source, whereas with tree

canopy, 10,000 conidia were captured at this distance (38% of total

conidia captured in events 1–4, over all four cardinal directions)

(Table 2). There were not enough data to show trends in the dispersal

distances with rainfall volume, rate or wind speed. The predominant

wind directions were generally from the south-west and showed no

clear trends with the concentration of dye or conidia to the

distances collected.

There were differences in slope of concentration over distance

between sprinkler and a rain event for dye and conidia captured in

rain traps. The rain event produced a steeper slope for dye and a

shallower slope for conidia (Figure 5, events 3 and 4). Mean log

transformed concentrations were more linear with distance for the

rain event, while those from the sprinkler event retained some

curvature (Figure 5). The rainfall rate (mm/h) was similar for the

natural rain and sprinkler events; however, the total rain volume

was higher during the natural rain event.

Dispersal gradients for all directions and all events with trees

and rain traps (events 3–11) resulted in higher proportions of
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concentration at closer distances for conidia than dye (Figure 6).

Natural log transformed data with quantiles, means and standard

deviation are presented in Figure S1. Most conidia and dye were

captured directly under the source or within 60 cm of the source

(Table 2). Up to 1.6% of dye captured in rain traps was captured

over 2 m from the source, while up to 0.7% of conidia were captured

in the same rain traps over 2 m from the source (Table 2). Modelled

concentrations with distance and the model equations are presented

in Tables S2 and S3. For PTSA and distance relationship for the 50th

quantile regression there was a significant influence from rainfall

rate (p<0.0001), other covariates had no detectable effects or not

enough comparisons. For conidia and distance, again for the 50th

quantile regression, rainfall rate and compass direction showed no

significant effect, however, wind direction (SE and SW) indicated a

marginal effect (p=0.06). Rain volume and wind speed had

significant effects (p<0.0003).
3.4 In orchard: across row, along row
(lens tissues)

On lens tissue, up to 2.7% dye was recaptured up to 7 m from

the source and up to 25% beyond 3 m (Table 2). Dispersal gradients

determined from lens tissues in the orchard were shallower along

the orchard row (continuous canopy, N–S) than across the rows

(gap in canopy, E–W) (Figure 7, events 4–6 and 12). Prevalent wind

was from the south-west direction. Some curvature was still present

in the mean concentrations in all directions after log transforming,

and variability was high, particularly at close distances to the source

and along the orchard row, N-S. No covariates showed a significant
FIGURE 2

Relationship between number of Neonectria ditissima macroconidia and concentration of 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye captured in
rain traps on the ground at various distances from a source in a pear tree canopy and a frame over grass (events 1–4). Data are from four events
with different natural or artificial rainfall and delivery by a liquid suspension or a frozen/thawing suspension. The solid green line is the median (50th)
quantile and dashed grey lines are 25th, 40th, 60th and 75th quantiles on natural log (ln) transformed data. The dotted black line shows the 1:1 ratio of
conidia to PTSA dye. Mean values summarised by distance from the source are indicated by red crosses.
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effect on the dye concentration captured with distance due to lack of

representative events and there were no visible trends relating the

covariates to the dispersal distances.
4 Discussion

Real orchard settings present many complexities when trying to

understand rain-splash dispersal mechanisms and patterns. We

found that estimated dispersal distance from a point source and

the nature of the gradient varied with the field conditions, which is

typical of rain-splash studies with multiple factors involved (Shaw,

1987; Ahimera et al., 2004; Vidal et al., 2017). While concentrations

of both conidia and tracer dye captured tended to be greater closer

to the source, variation was high at close distances and zero values

could be found. Conversely, concentrations and variation were

generally lower at distances further from the source, however, the

tree canopy provided variation at all distances. One of the purposes

of this study was to investigate how to negotiate this variation when

estimating dispersal distances that could be representative in real

situations, over time. One option to help quantify a dispersal

gradient would be more intensive sampling over a range of

conditions allowing better replication over a wider natural

variation in rain events. Unfortunately, resources were not

available to take a more intensive sampling approach in this

study. Our analyses using quantile regression took into account

this variation, providing an option to generalize relationships of

dispersal with distance for apple canopies, while retaining

information about the nature of variability. The use of quantile

regression on data collected here under the various different
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scenarios captured the dispersal slopes at different quantiles. This

effectively estimated a cumulative potential dispersal gradient while

still accounting for the variability in field conditions beyond our

control. The upper quantiles present maximum potential

concentrations dispersed to distances from a point source, or

‘worst case’ scenarios, while the lower quantiles present a more

conservative dispersal gradient, where the 50th quantile represents

the median. This could relate to the effectiveness of infection when

conidia arrive at these distances with the 90th quantile presenting

the possible case where infection success is high and lower quantiles

when infection success is lower. Thus, we could estimate a range of

dispersal gradients between these quantiles in real canopy

situations. It would be informative to compare these dispersal

gradients with infection gradients to compare the variation.

Previous studies have fitted exponential decay functions to the

mean concentration of spores for each distance without

characterizing variability around their means (Pietravalle et al.,

2001; Viruega et al., 2013). Furthermore, they often did not

explicitly mention variability or outliers, or alternatively they

conducted highly controlled experiments to reduce this inherent

variability (Vidal et al., 2017). Making these assumptions or not

adequately considering variation when quantifying dispersal

gradients can lead to different interpretations in orchard

situations. While data from highly controlled, small-scale

experiments or individual droplets are useful in understanding

the mechanisms of splash potential (Aylor, 1999; Pietravalle et al.,

2001; Vidal et al., 2017), empirical data from real orchard situations

represent dispersal potential from the tree to the orchard scale

(Ahimera et al., 2004). This includes recognizing and quantifying

variability (Shaw, 1987; Pietravalle et al., 2001), which can then be
FIGURE 3

Relationship between 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye recovered from lens tissue (as artificial leaves) and water from rain traps. The green
solid line is the median (50th) quantile regression line, grey dashed lines are 25th, 40th, 60th, 75th quantiles on natural log (ln) transformed data from
three different trees: pear (events 4-5), ‘Royal Gala’ apple and ‘Scilate’ apple (event 6). The black dotted line shows the 1:1 ratio. Mean values
summarised by distance from the source are indicated by red crosses.
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taken into account when modeling disease spread (Farber et al.,

2019; Karisto et al., 2023).

In the presence of the tree canopy, there was evidence that

dispersal gradients were shallower, and splash travelled further,
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producing fatter-tailed dispersal kernels, than unimpeded dispersal

without a tree canopy. This was observed particularly for N.

ditissima conidia compared with tracer dye. The dye

concentrations with distance more often retained curvature in the
A B

C D

E F

G H

FIGURE 4

Concentration of conidia and 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye over distance from a point source comparing no canopy (frame) with tree
canopy. Graphs (A–D) are results with natural rain and no canopy (frame, events 1 and 2). Graphs (A, B) are for PTSA tracer dye with distance, and
(C, D) are for Neonectria ditissima macroconidia with distance. Graphs (E–H) are results with both artificial and natural rain in a pear tree canopy
(events 3 and 4). Graphs (E, F) are for PTSA tracer dye with distance and (G, H) are for conidia with distance. Results are from rain trap experiments
where both condia and dye were released together. The black line represents the 90th quantile, the red line the 75th and the blue line the 50th

(median). Grey crosses indicate the mean and standard deviation for each distance.
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means when log transformed, indicating that an exponential decay

was not fully capturing the dye dispersal dynamics. While

exponential dispersal gradients are widely accepted as appropriate

for rain splash dispersal and are easier to interpret than more

complex models (Aylor, 1999; Pietravalle et al., 2001; Ahimera et al.,

2004; Madden et al., 2007; Vidal et al., 2017), further work is needed

to find models that can account for the changes in dispersal pattern

with changes in conditions such as canopy structure or rainfall type.

Both dye and conidia capture decreased from the source in all our

experiments; however, within the canopy we were able to recapture

a higher percentage of conidia at further distances, suggesting that

redistribution of splash droplets (secondary splash) within the

canopy is important in shaping the dispersal gradient for rain-

splash in apple canopies. A sharper initial drop-off of dye

concentration was found in our experiments both under the

frame, and across the gaps between rows in an apple orchard,

compared with a tree canopy. Similarly, Ahimera et al. (2004) found

spore counts dropped off sharply from the canopy edge of pistachio

trees. In contrast to our results, Vidal et al. (2017) found that spores
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travelled up to four times the distance when unobstructed by a

wheat canopy, where dense canopies restricted horizontal transfer

and intercepted more spores. Thus, conclusions between tree crop

and annual crop canopy need to be carefully considered. Prevalent

wind direction in our study also aligned with the canopy direction,

however, the clearest evidence comes from the events with the

frame which provided all directions with no canopy. Air movement

within a row structured orchard is likely to influence directional

patterns in addition to the effects of canopy on splash (Aylor, 1999;

Mahaffee et al., 2023; Vidal et al., 2017). Furthermore, the prevalent

wind condition and the potential for forced air movement from air

blast sprayers need to be considered for pathogen dispersal within

orchards. Tree row spacing and planting density are important

considerations for disease spread (Calonnec et al., 2013), and

dispersal distances with canopy structure further emphasize this.

Our results indicated higher variability in conidia dispersal within a

canopy than without canopy, which agrees with Shaw (1987), who

found more variability between experiments and repeats when

measured in a wheat crop canopy than over grass. This illustrates
A B

C D

FIGURE 5

Comparison of concentration and dispersal distance with natural rainfall or overhead sprinkler precipitation event delivery. All examples are captured
from beneath the pear tree canopy (events 3 and 4). (A) Neonectria ditissima macroconidia in rain traps under a single sprinkler event. (B) Conidia in
rain traps after a single natural rain event. (C) 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye concentration in rain traps after a sprinkler event. (D) PTSA
concentration in rain traps after a natural rain event. The black line represents the 90th quantile, the red line the 75th and the blue line the 50th

(median). Grey crosses indicate the mean and standard deviation for each distance.
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the variability that canopy structure can introduce in field settings

and highlights that canopy heterogeneity is important to

understanding spore dispersal (Birch et al., 2003; Mahaffee et al.,

2023), and methods are needed to accommodate this when

estimating dispersal gradients. Plant and plant-row architecture

have effects on spore interception, deposition and airflow,

influencing the shape of the dispersal function and have

significant roles in disease epidemic development (Aylor, 1999;

Vidal et al., 2017; Mahaffee et al., 2023). Larger proportions of

potential inoculum tended to travel further distances when

measured under canopy than over grass, indicating the
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importance of redistribution of splash within the tree canopy.

Without a canopy present, conidia concentrations were lower

than dye recapture with distance from the source, suggesting loss

of inoculum to the grass surface, rather than redistribution and

capture in the rain traps. Without redistribution, rain-dispersed

spores rarely travel further than 1 m from their source (Vidal et al.,

2017). However, N. ditissima conidia have been shown to disperse

up to 4 m from a source as measured by a disease gradient in Brazil

(Araujo and Pinto, 2022). Based on our suggested differences in

dispersal decay with and without canopy, redistribution with an

apple canopy could result in even greater potential dispersal
TABLE 3 Gradients of concentration of Neonectria ditissima conidia and 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye with distance estimated from
quantile regression. Median (50th quantile) and 90th quantile slopes.

Event numbers b 1/b

50th quant. 90th quant. 50th quant. 90th quant.

PTSA dye

Frame 1, 2 -0.014 -0.077 -71.4 -13.0

Pear 3, 4 -0.074 -0.046 -13.5 -21.7

Conidia

Frame 1, 2 -0.036 -0.054 -27.8 -18.5

Pear 3, 4 -0.040 -0.023 -25.0 -43.5

Sprinkler (pear tree)

Conidia 3 -0.089 -0.020 -11.2 -50.0

PTSA dye 3 -0.061 -0.027 -16.4 -37.0

Rain (pear tree)

Conidia 4 0.00 0.00 na na

PTSA dye 4 -0.078 -0.071 -12.8 -14.1

Apple and pear trees

N–S1 lens tissue PTSA 4-11 -0.0012 -0.001 -833.3 -1000.0

E–W2 lens tissue PTSA 4-11 -0.0013 -0.006 -769.2 -166.7
1 N–S is along the tree row.
2 E–W is across the tree rows.
The spatial scale over which dispersal is occuring is indicated by 1/b (units = distance) (Madden et al., 2007). Slopes (b) presented to 2 signficant figures. na = not applicable.
A B

FIGURE 6

Quantile dispersal gradients summarized for the range of events as captured by rain traps. (A) 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye and
(B) Neonectria ditissima macroconidia. Data include all experiments with rain traps for dye or conidia (events 1–11). The black line represents the
90th quantile, red line 75th and the blue line the 50th (median) quantile. Grey crosses indicate the mean and standard deviation for each distance.
Natural log transformed concentration against distance are plotted in Figure S1.
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distances. However, the number of spores and probability of

dispersing to these further distances are still small, relative to

concentrations within 1 m of the inoculum source. Furthermore,

under optimal New Zealand conditions, very few conidia of N.
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ditissima are needed for successful infection (Walter et al., 2016),

lesions produce large numbers of conidia (Walter et al., 2018;

Scheper et al., 2019), wounds are readily available, and rainfall

can be frequent (Amponsah et al., 2015; Amponsah et al., 2017).
A B

C D

E F

G H

FIGURE 7

Lens tissue captured 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid (PTSA) dye with distance from source and direction. N–S (A, B, E, F) is along the orchard row
and E–W (C, D, G, H) is across the orchard rows. Data from events 4–6 and 12 (pear and apple trees). Plots (E–H) are exponential models fitted to
the same data, respectively. The black line represents the 90th quantile, the red line the 75th and the blue line the 50th (median) quantile. Grey
crosses indicate the mean and standard deviation for each distance.
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Therefore, small numbers of conidia dispersing could be

biologically meaningful, and physical removal of inoculum

remains the most effective way to control disease spread.

The use of a surrogate tracer dye could help quantify dispersal

patterns in actual landscapes of interest, with natural rain events,

where releasing spores into an orchard could be unacceptable or

unrealistic, especially in commercial orchards where disease epidemic

data has the most beneficial application. The conidia-dye relationship

did vary slightly with rainfall rate and the predominant wind

directions under these varied conditions, though the canopy effect

was most clear. Taking these limitations into account, methods with

tracer dye provide tools to look at splash dispersal more generally in

orchard settings and could be used to look effectively at changes in

rain dispersal patterns, considering factors such as seasonal changes

in canopy, row spacing, canopy architecture and proximity to

shelterbelts or other landscape features. Thus, the methodology

developed in this study could be further used to tease apart and

quantify individual components of the variability in empirically

estimating dispersal gradients using higher replication over a wider

range of field conditions. Factors such as barriers to dispersal, tree

spacing and tree architecture should be more critically considered to

help mitigate disease spread by rainsplash in orchard settings.

We saw some indication of differences in the estimated dispersal

distances under the sprinkler/artificial rain compared with natural

rainfall in a pear tree canopy. Dispersal gradients dropped off less

steeply under the sprinkler for dye; however, not for conidia, where

concentrations were more variable, with a steeper decay in

concentration under the sprinkler. More work is needed to

characterize the differences between artificial and natural rainfall

when using these in experiments to explore rainsplash patterns,

however, it is likely that drop size and duration of precipitation

influence this. Drop size distribution during rainfall is complex and

real rain is patchy. Few higher energy drops or extremes of drop size

could have disproportionate influences on dispersal (Pietravalle

et al., 2001). It is possible that the misting sprinkler nozzles

provide finer initial droplets than rain, providing the potential for

more dispersal of the finer droplets via turbulence but less potential

for splash impact until droplets coalesce on canopy surfaces

(Ahimera et al., 2004). Rain intensity and droplet size have been

determined more important for splash dynamics than mean rain

volume (Fitt and McCartney, 1986; Lacey and West, 2006). In this

study, the volume per hour of precipitation was similar (0.4 mm/h

sprinkler, 0.3 mm/h rain), however, the total volume of rain was

higher (1 and 4.7 mm, respectively) and the wind was slightly

stronger during the sprinkler event. However, the number of

replicate events, droplet size and rain intensity measures were not

sufficient in this study to confirm these mechanisms. The finer

droplets would still coalesce within the canopy (Ahimera et al.,

2004) and redistribute from accumulated moisture on the plant

surface and create run-off and secondary droplets, which would be

larger than the droplets from the sprinkler output or the initial

rainfall (Ahimera et al., 2004). While release of N. ditissima conidia

is a function of time and water volume (Walter et al., 2018),
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theoretically, splash dispersed spore deposition is greater during

rainfall rates of 1–2 mm/h than for lower or higher rainfall rates

(Aylor, 1999). From this knowledge, we could hypothesize that 1–2

mm/h for approximately 1 h would both optimize release and

deposition, creating most risk of infection.

Our rain traps captured conidia in water dripping out of the

canopy, but using a surrogate leaf (lens tissue) to capture dye allowed us

to identify the potential inoculum that could remain deposited within

the canopy where actual infection occurs. The dye concentration

tended to decrease more steeply with distance than the conidia,

possibly because dye could escape in small droplets associated with

turbulence, whereas macroconidia are relatively large, could be

travelling in clumps or have settling behavior. Alternatively there

could have been increased wash-off of dye to the ground compared

with conidia deposited within the canopy, again potentially due to

spore size and weight or their ability to adhere to plant surfaces.

Generally, more dye was recaptured from the lens tissue than the rain

traps, where at higher concentrations we detected more dye in the rain

traps and at lower concentrations the lens tissue was more sensitive.

The potential wash-off and loss of dye from the lens tissue, could be

more representative of loss of inoculum from the canopy from wash-

off, compared to capturing dye in rain traps as water leaving the

canopy. The rain traps capture a sample that is no longer retained in

the tree canopy, therefore measuring the concentrations washed

through the tree to the ground. While concentrations retrieved from

lens tissue would supposedly be what remains in that part of the tree

canopy where infection would normally occur. Furthermore, conidia in

suspension could be travelling in clumps, while dye in solution may be

more evenly distributed, released and captured. Previous studies have

found that spores removed and dispersed in clumps were more

efficiently deposited than singular spores (McCartney and Fitt, 1987;

Lacey and West, 2006). Our dye dispersal methods would not account

for clumped conidia dispersal, but the conidia suspensions could have,

which could be a more accurate representation for N. ditissima conidia

that are produced in sporodochia. Clumping could also partially

explain the generally larger variation in conidia concentrations than

dye concentrations. While clumping affects the deposition and

dispersal via the terminal velocity and impact on a surface (Saint-

Jean et al., 2006), it also has implications for successful infection when

reaching a wound, with higher numbers of spores increasing the

likelihood of successful infection (Swinburne, 1971; Walter et al.,

2016). Therefore, surrogate dye may not accurately represent

deposition, but may be a useful tool in understanding canopy effects

on rain-splash and variability in dispersal distances produced by

field conditions.

The advance rate of the disease frontal boundary is potentially a

result of multiple waves of inoculum from the same or subsequent

sources (Aylor, 1999; Karisto et al., 2023). These waves would occur

over different rainfall events, and for a deciduous, perennial tree like

apple, different canopy conditions would result in different splash

conditions over time in the same location (Aylor, 1999). Therefore,

exploring methods to realize this variability such as quantile

regression and capturing data from a series of events provides a
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cumulative estimate of potential dispersal gradients on average over

differing conditions. How much inoculum is deposited close to the

initial source and how much is deposited in an extended long tail of

dispersal has implications for the rate of spread of disease from a

point source (Aylor, 1999; Karisto et al., 2023), and dispersal

gradients can differ between locations and years (Ahimera et al.,

2004). We also recognize that the distance tested in this paper might

not capture all the details of the dispersal gradients, but they do

provide a representative comparison for the methodology explored

in this study. Our results suggest dispersal gradients could also

change notably between rain events and canopy structure, adding

complexity to how to determine an ‘average’ dispersal gradient for

meaningful spread modelling. Furthermore, the long and variable

latent period of apple canker means that it is difficult to assess

pathogen dispersal dynamics using disease expression (Vidal et al.,

2017; Mahaffee et al., 2023), especially under field conditions.

Therefore, empirical modelling or prediction of inoculum

dispersal needs to be able to capture and interpret data with

high variability.

This study highlights the variability and complexities in

estimating dispersal gradients for field conditions over time and

under natural rainfall conditions. Dispersal gradients change over

time and this range of variation needs to be considered when

estimating average dispersal gradients for further purposes such as

modelling spread. We show that quantile regression offers one option

to capture an upper limit or other quantiles for spread, while

accounting for the variability. In this example we showed it in

application with an exponential dispersal kernel, however, further

dispersal models should be explored, including a dispersal kernel

dependent on wind and rain influences. We showed that a tracer dye

was not able to fully represent conidia dispersal dynamics, however, it

was able to distinguish patterns with canopy structure. Surrogate

leaves were also practical, effective and sensitive at recapturing dye,

however, more needs to be understood about wash-off with varying

rainfall. Our study explored methodology to estimate a dispersal

gradient of N. ditissima in apple orchards. Predominant wind

direction and rainfall rate showed some indication of importance

to this and to complete the picture, future research is needed to

estimate how the duration, rate and volume of rain and direction and

speed of wind affect the relative importance of redistribution and

distance travelled by water droplets carrying conidia. Additionally,

further experiments with more replication and experimental

consistency are needed to understand the relative importance of

the canopy and field conditions in empirically quantifying splash

dispersal gradients. Furthermore, not enough is known about the risk

from ascospores and their dispersal to apple canker disease risk.

Perithecia are only seen rarely in the orchards in New Zealand, but

the potential for these to contribute to the epidemiology, particularly

long-distance dispersal events, could be significant for initiating

epidemics and disease spread, especially over longer periods of time.
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